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2 Proposed wording

2.1 Insert an entry, into Table [tab:support.ft], with the feature-test macro name __cpp_lib_numeric_traits, suitable date value, and header name <numbers>.

2.2 Edit [numerics.general] as shown.

2 The following subclauses describe components for complex number types, random number generation, numeric (n-at-a-time) arrays, generalized numeric algorithms, traits for numeric types, and mathematical constants and functions for floating-point types, as summarized in Table [tab:numerics.summary].

2.3 In Table [tab:numerics.summary], retitle entry “Mathematical constants” to “Mathematical constants and numeric traits”.

2.4 Edit paragraph 1 of [support.limits.general] as shown.

1 The headers <limits> (17.3.2), <climits> (17.3.5), and <cfloat> (17.3.6) supply characteristics of implementation-dependent arithmetic types (6.7.1). In addition, the header <numbers> ([num.traits]) supplies components, collectively known as numeric traits, that provide distinguished values and implementation-dependent characteristics of arithmetic types, and that are extensible to provide analogous values and characteristics for program-defined numeric types.

2.5 Add the following new text to clause [support.limits], positioned at the discretion of the Project Editor. (Much of the wording specifying the individual traits is taken or adapted from the corresponding numeric_limits wording.)

17.3.x Numeric traits

17.3.x.1 General

1 Not all traits are applicable to all numeric types, but where a trait is applicable, its definition provides a value appropriate to the type’s representation. Such values are defined so that they are usable as constant expressions. When a trait is instantiated on a cv-qualified type cv T, the trait’s value shall be equal to the value, if any, provided by the specialization on the unqualified type T.

2 Except for those in [num.traits.util], each trait specified in this subclause [num.traits] is declared as a class template of the following form:

\[
\text{template } \langle \text{class } T \rangle \text{ struct Trait } \{
\}
\]

Each such primary template is explicitly specialized, if and as applicable, for each arithmetic type ([basic.fundamental]). In addition, a program may explicitly specialize each such primary template for any program-defined numeric type ([numeric.requirements]) to which the trait is applicable.

3 Each specialization Trait<T> has no members other than a static inline constexpr T data member named value that is initialized to a value consistent with the trait’s specification.

[Note: If there is no explicit specialization Trait<T> for a given T, there is no member value. — end note]

---

1 Proposed additions (entirely new subclauses are not underlined) and deletions are based on [N4820]. Editorial instructions and drafting notes look like this.

2 The LaTeX source of this wording is available to the Project Editor upon request.
17.3.x.2 Header <numbers> synopsis

namespace std::numbers {

    // [num.traits.util], numeric utility traits
    template <template <class> class Trait, class T>
        inline constexpr bool value_exists = see below;
    template <template <class> class Trait, class T, class R = T>
        inline constexpr R value_or(R def = R()) noexcept;

    // [num.traits.val], numeric distinguished value traits
    template <class T> struct denorm_min { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct epsilon { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct finite_max { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct finite_min { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct infinity { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct norm_min { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct quiet_NaN { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct reciprocal_overflow_threshold { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct round_error { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct signaling_NaN { see below ;};

    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto denorm_min_v = denorm_min<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto epsilon_v = epsilon<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto finite_max_v = finite_max<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto finite_min_v = finite_min<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto infinity_v = infinity<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto norm_min_v = norm_min<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto quiet_NaN_v = quiet_NaN<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto reciprocal_overflow_threshold_v
            = reciprocal_overflow_threshold<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto round_error_v = round_error<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto signaling_NaN_v = signaling_NaN<T>::value;

    // [num.traits.char], numeric characteristics traits
    template <class T> struct digits { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct digits10 { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct max_digits10 { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct max_exponent { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct max_exponent10 { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct min_exponent { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct min_exponent10 { see below ;};
    template <class T> struct radix { see below ;};

    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto digits_v = digits<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto digits10_v = digits10<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto max_digits10_v = max_digits10<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto max_exponent_v = max_exponent<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto max_exponent10_v = max_exponent10<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto min_exponent_v = min_exponent<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto min_exponent10_v = min_exponent10<T>::value;
    template <class T>
        inline constexpr auto radix_v = radix<T>::value;

    template <class T>
inline constexpr auto digits_v = digits<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto digits10_v = digits10<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto max_digits10_v = max_digits10<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto max_exponent_v = max_exponent<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto max_exponent10_v = max_exponent10<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto min_exponent_v = min_exponent<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto min_exponent10_v = min_exponent10<T>::value;

template <class T>
inline constexpr auto radix_v = radix<T>::value;

17.3.x.3 Numeric utility traits [num.traits.util]

template <template <class> class Trait, class T>
inline constexpr bool value_exists = see below;

1 Value: true if Trait<T> has a member named value; otherwise false.

template <template <class> class Trait, class T, class R = T>
inline constexpr R value_or(R def = R()) noexcept;

2 Returns: Trait<T>::value if value_exists<Trait,T> is true; otherwise def.

17.3.x.4 Numeric distinguished value traits [num.traits.val]

template <class T> struct denorm_min { see below };

1 Value: T's minimum positive denormalized value, if any; otherwise, the same value as min_normal_v<T>, if any.

template <class T> struct epsilon { see below };

2 Value: e−T(1), where e denotes T's least value greater than 1, if any.

template <class T> struct finite_max { see below };

3 Value: A finite value x, if any, such that T has no other finite value y such that y > x.

template <class T> struct finite_min { see below };

4 Value: A finite value x, if any, such that T has no other finite value y such that y < x.

template <class T> struct infinity { see below };

5 Value: T's positive infinity, if any.

template <class T> struct norm_min { see below };

6 Value: T's minimum positive normalized value, if T supports subnormal numbers; otherwise, T's minimum positive value.

template <class T> struct quiet_NaN { see below };

7 Value: T's quiet “Not a Number” value, if any.
template <class T> struct reciprocal_overflow_threshold { see below };

8 Value: The smallest positive value $x$ of type $T$ such that $T(1)/x$ does not overflow.

template <class T> struct round_error { see below };

9 Value: $T$'s maximum rounding error, if any.

template <class T> struct signaling_NaN { see below };

10 Value: $T$'s signaling “Not a Number” value, if any.

17.3.x.5 Numeric characteristics traits [num.traits.char]

template <class T> struct digits { see below };

1 Value: The number of $\text{radix}_v<T>$ digits that can be represented without change. If is_integer_v<T> is true, this is the number of non-sign bits in the representation; If is_floating_point_v<T> is true, this is the number of $\text{radix}_v<T>$ digits in the mantissa.

template <class T> struct digits10 { see below };

2 Value: The number of base 10 digits that can be represented without change.

template <class T> struct max_digits10 { see below };

3 Value: The number of base 10 digits required to ensure that type $T$ values which differ are always differentiated.

template <class T> struct max_exponent { see below };

4 Value: With $r = \text{radix}_v<T>$, the largest positive integer $i$ such that $r^{i-1}$ is a representable finite value of type $T$.

template <class T> struct max_exponent10 { see below };

5 Value: The largest positive integer $i$ such that $10^i$ is in the range of representable finite type $T$ values.

template <class T> struct min_exponent { see below };

6 Value: With $r = \text{radix}_v<T>$, the minimum negative integer $i$ such that $r^{i-1}$ is a representable, normalized (if applicable), finite value of type $T$.

template <class T> struct min_exponent10 { see below };

7 Value: The minimum negative integer $i$ such that $10^i$ is in the range of representable, normalized (if applicable), finite type $T$ values.

template <class T> struct radix { see below };

8 Value: The base of the representation. If is_floating_point_v<T> is true, this shall refer to the base or radix (often 2) of the exponent representation.
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